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The role of shear forces in scanning force microscopy: a
comparison between the jumping mode and tapping mode
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Abstract

Shear forces are known to be one of the main causes of sample damage in scanning force microscopy. In this
work, we compare two related imaging methods: jumping mode and tapping mode. These methods have been used
in the imaging of two delicate samples such as DNA on mica and single-wall carbon nanotubes on silicon oxide. The
results of these experiments show that while the tapping mode does not produce any visible modification, the jumping
mode introduces irreversible sample damage. In the jumping mode case, the damage is explained assuming the
presence of lateral force components derived from the normal force. In the tapping mode and under our usual
experimental conditions, normal forces are found to be extremely weak, and thus, lateral contributions are negligible.
From the experiments, we conclude that the absence of friction forces introduced by the tip scanning is not sufficient
to obtain non-intrusive images. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Scanning probe microscopy techniques [1] have operating modes has been a breakthrough in the
investigation of this technique [10]. Among them,been shown to be a powerful tool in surface
the tapping mode (TM) is the most utilizedresearch (biology, nanotecnology, etc.) (see
because of its combination of a gentle scan andRef. [2] for a review). The most widely used among
high spatial resolution.these techniques is scanning force microscopy

In TM, the tip oscillates at a rather large(SFM) because of its ability to obtain images of
vibration amplitude, that is, between 10 andboth insulators and conducting samples in different
100 nm, near its resonance frequency. As the tipambient conditions: vacuum, liquids [3,4] and
approaches the sample, the oscillation amplitudeambient air [5,6 ]. One of the most common prob-
is reduced due to tip–sample interaction. Thislems with this technique is the damage produced
reduction is used as the feedback signal for thein soft samples during the scanning process [7].
acquisition of topographic images. Initially, thisShear forces are known to be the main cause of
amplitude reduction was attributed to repulsivedamage when the SFM is operated in contact
forces during an extremely short contact time [11].mode [8,9]. The development of non-destructive
Since the contact time was so short, shear forces
were negligible, thus avoiding damage to both the* Corresponding author. Fax: +34-1-3973961.

E-mail address: julio.gomez@uam.es (J. Gómez-Herrero) tip and sample [12–14]. More recent work shows
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TM regimes in which the amplitude reduction is large load/deflection ratio. Images were recorded
at typical scan rates of 0.5 s per scan line. The freedue to attractive forces [15,16 ] or non-linear inter-

actions [17]. In these regimes, amplitude reduction amplitude oscillation (afree) was set to 60 nm. The
reduction factor is chosen to be small, that is, theoccurs without contact. A recent study [18] shows

that in spite of the possibility of non-contact set point (aset) is only slightly smaller than the free
oscillation amplitude (aset/afree~0.9). In this setup,regimes, under the standard working conditions,

the contact time represents about 10–30% of the any tip–sample interaction is minimized. JM
images have been obtained by applying a maxi-oscillation period.

Another mode where shear forces are reduced mum normal force of 10 nN with a tip excursion
along the Z direction of 100 nm. The tip jump wascompared to contact mode is the so-called jumping

mode (JM) [19] also called pulsed force mode by chosen to be large enough to overcome adhesion
forces during the scanning process. The contactother authors [20]. This technique basically pro-

duces a force versus Z displacement curve at each time was set to 10 ms. This time has also been
checked by direct measurement on an oscilloscopepoint of the image. With this method, the contact

time and the applied force can be measured with screen. Experimental set-up conditions are summa-
rized in Table 1.a high accuracy. The important feature of this

mode is that the sample is moved laterally with DNA samples were prepared following Hansma
et al. [22]. In Fig. 1a a TM image of a DNArespect to the tip when the two are out of contact,

thus minimizing shear forces during lateral motion strand is shown. Several consecutive images were
obtained with no change in topography, as[19]. As the shear forces are thought to be the

main cause of damage while scanning, JM should expected. In order to compare both methods TM
images are acquired until thermal drift effects arealso be a non-intrusive technique, similar to TM.

However, whenever the tip contacts the surface, negligible. Then a JM image is taken. After taking
this image, we returned to TM to check the effectsa lateral force appears due to the average tip–

sample angle. For typical tip–sample angles of of the JM scan on the surface. In Fig. 1b and d
several types of manipulations are reported: geo-~10°, this force is about 10% of the applied

normal force. In any case, this lateral force must metrical shape modifications of the DNA
(Fig. 1b); a break in the DNA strand (Fig. 1d)be present in any mode that implies tip–sample

contact, as in JM or in the repulsive TM regime. and some displacements of material (Fig. 1b and
d).In order to compare both techniques, experi-

ments were performed with two different kinds of Single wall nanotubes were deposited on a flat
silicon oxide surface following Burghard et al.samples: DNA adsorbed on mica and single-wall

carbon nanotubes on silicon oxide. On the one [23]. Fig. 2a shows a TM image of the nanotubes.
As is the case with the DNA sample describedhand, both are of similar dimensions (~2 nm

diameter) and present an extremely weak inter-
action with the substrate; on the other hand, their
mechanical properties are very different: while

Table 1
DNA is soft, carbon nanotubes are considered to Comparison between TM and JM
be quite stiff [21].

Tapping JumpingExperimental SFM conditions for both samples
mode modeare as follows: Olympus type cantilevers with a

nominal force constant of 1 N/m, resonance fre- Force constant (N/m) 1 1
quency of 75-80 kHz and a tip curvature of 15– Resonance frequency (kHz) 75 75

Contact time (ms) 4a/0b 10420 nm have been used. We have chosen these soft
Minimum tip–sample distance (nm) 0a/2.5b 0cantilevers because they can be utilized in both
Sample damage No YesTM and JM. However, high spring constant canti-

levers (40 N/m, 300 kHz resonance frequency) are a Theoretically calculated in Ref. [18].
b Estimated from Fig. 4.useful for TM but useless for JM because of the
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Fig. 1. Effects of JM on a DNA sample. (a) TM image of a DNA strand. Olympus type cantilevers with a nominal force constant
of 1 N/m, resonance frequency of 75–80 kHz, and with a tip curvature radius of 15–20 nm have been used. Images were recorded at
typical rates of 0.5 s per scan line. The free amplitude oscillation was set to 60 nm. The reduction factor is chosen to be small, that
is, the set point is only slightly smaller than the free oscillation amplitude (aset/afree~0.9). These parameters minimize the tip–sample
interaction. For JM, the applied force was 10 nN with a tip excursion in the Z direction set high enough to overcome adhesion forces
(about 100 nm). The contact time measured for JM is a few milliseconds. (b) TM image of the same area where the effects of the
previous JM scan on this soft sample can be observed. Geometrical modifications of the DNA are seen in the middle of the scan
area, and displacements of material are noted in the lower part of the image (see white arrows). It can be seen that the resolution of
the image is not reduced after JM scanning. (c, d) Another area that has undergone the same process described above. Here, some
new modifications can be found. A break in the DNA is clearly visible in (d) as well as some deposition of new material image (see
white arrows).

above, consecutive images over the same area did that, although a necessary condition, the absence
of shear forces induced by the scanning is notnot show any visible damage due to imaging in

TM. In Fig. 2b and c, JM images of the same area sufficient to obtain images non-intrusively.
The origin of JM’s intrusive behavior can beare shown with similar parameters to those given

above. After imaging in JM, TM is used to reveal explained by taking into account the drawings
depicted in Fig. 3. The upper diagram representsany changes due to imaging in JM. Fig. 2d shows

these changes. the force between the tip and sample. It can be
seen that these forces may have lateral compo-Our experiments show that the two modes used,

both of them developed to minimize shear forces, nents, depending on the surface orientation. In the
lower part of the figure, a three-dimensionalyield images with different quality. While TM

images are obtained routinely without any appre- sequence of a jumping mode scan is modeled. It is
important to remember that in JM, the tip isciable sample damage, JM imaging of soft samples

shows irreversible damage. Therefore, we conclude moved perpendicular to the average surface plane
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Fig. 2. Effects of JM on single-wall nanotubes. (a) TM image of the sample for use as reference. (b, c) Two consecutive images
obtained in JM. Note the motion of the nanotubes during scanning. Comparison of (d), a TM image, with (a) shows the changes induced
by the JM scan (see white arrows).

and parallel to it only when the two are out of However, if tip–sample contact occurs in TM
[11,26 ] lateral forces, as described in Fig. 3, shouldcontact. Depending on the relative position of the

molecule line and tip axis, irreversible damage be present. We, however, do not observe any
surface modification after scanning in TM. Inoccurs. Fig. 3b shows the case where the molecule

line and tip axis coincide. In this case, the force order to investigate this contradiction, we have
performed a new experiment combining bothdoes not produce any lateral movement of the

molecule. However, when the molecule line and jumping and tapping modes. The idea is as follows.
With the microscope operating in TM, under thetip axis do not coincide (Fig. 3c), the normal force

with respect to the substrate creates a non-negligi- conditions described above, a spot in a clean, flat
region is selected on the sample; the X–Y scan isble lateral force on the molecule that will produce

an irreversible displacement (Fig. 3d). A recent then stopped, and JM is enabled. This allows the
dependence of the cantilever oscillating amplitude,work by Falvo et al [24] shows that nanotubes

can be moved laterally when a force, typically of as a function of the distance to the sample, to be
analyzed. In this combined mode, the tip motion10 nN is applied. Since our maximum normal force

is 10 nN, the maximum lateral force induced is is controlled by the small piezo, upon which the
cantilever is fixed, and the jumping motion isalso in this range. Thus, our experimental data

support the hypothesis that these lateral force performed by the scanning piezo tube. The period
of jumping cycles is in the order of milliseconds.components, resulting from the normal force, are

the principle cause of the irreversible damage As the resonance frequency of the cantilever is
80 kHz, the tip oscillates more that 1000 timesobserved in the JM images.
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Fig. 3. Lateral forces induced by tip–molecule interaction. Schematic representation of JM interaction during an approach cycle. The
upper diagram represents the force between the tip and the sample. Depending on the relative tip–surface orientation, lateral force
components can be induced. The lower image shows this effect applied to a long molecule (a). When the tip axis and the molecule
line coincide, no lateral displacement is produced (b). (c) Snapshot of the tip touching the molecule from the side. Here, the normal
force creates a non-negligible lateral force component capable of producing an irreversible displacement in the molecule (d).

during a single jumping cycle. The data represented added to Fig. 4 to mark points of interest. Point
A is arbitrarily chosen as the starting point of thein Fig. 4 was collected using an oscilloscope in the

X–Y mode. The sample motion is connected to force versus distance cycle. Here, the tip is in the
furthest position from the sample, and the cantile-the horizontal channel of the oscilloscope, and the

normal cantilever deflection, detected by the pho- ver is free to oscillate with maximum amplitude.
At point B, an interaction appears between tiptodiode, is fed into the vertical channel. The oscil-

loscope image is then recorded using a digital and sample, causing a change in the resonance
frequency of the cantilever, which results in avideo camera connected to a computer.

To facilitate discussion, several labels have been decrease in the amplitude of oscillation. The ampli-
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turning point of the cantilever oscillation. The
fundamental feature observed in the figure is that,
as the vibration amplitude of the cantilever
decreases between points B and C, the tip does
not reach the line of contact a between B and C.
Thus, from this experiment, we conclude that, for
the TM parameters used, the tip does not touch
the surface. The results support the argument that,
for TM operation under the given conditions, there
is no tip–surface contact, thus avoiding lateral
forces resulting from normal forces, as described
in Fig. 3. We have also measured phase versus Z
displacement in a similar manner to that shown in
Fig. 4. We have found an inflexion point in the
phase versus Z plot that corresponds with point B
of this figure. A detailed study of the phase beha-

Fig. 4. Jumping and tapping combination, showing the oscillo- vior in TM using the technique shown will be the
scope trace of the cantilever deflection vs. Z-piezo position. The

topic of a future publication. The experimentsrelevant points for one approach and withdraw cycle are shown.
were repeated on both samples for different oscilla-The tip is seen to go through several states. Between A and B,

the cantilever is free, and the oscillation amplitude is maximum. tion amplitudes ranging from 10 to 100 nm, and
From B to C, the amplitude decreases approximately linearly the results remain essentially the same. It is impor-
with respect to Z. At point C, the tip snaps to contact with the tant to note that, in spite of the absence of contact,
surface. As the Z-piezo continues to approach the surface, the

the images present a resolution comparable tocantilever deflects upwards until the set point of the normal
the tip diameter (~20 nm). TM experimentsforce is reached (point D). After a few milliseconds, the piezo

is withdrawn, and the tip jumps off the sample surface at point performed using SuperSharpSiliconA-Tips
E. The cantilever can then oscillate freely again as it approaches (NanosensorsA ref SSS-SEIH-8) show a resolution
the maximum tip–sample distance, F. Lines a and b are shown of 5 nm, again comparable with the tip diameter.
as guidelines. a (solid) defines the position of the surface, and

Thus, in our case, non-contact TM cannot beb (dashed) marks the lower turning point of the oscillation. The
attributed to the effect of large radius tips as inhorizontal arrow shows the distance, dz, between the surface

and the tip at any given point. The data of this figure have been Ref. [16 ].
taken in 20 ms. Following Ref. [18], the standard working con-

ditions with high spring constant cantilevers would
imply contact times of about 10–30% of the oscilla-tude reduction is linear with the Z sample position

and becomes zero at the point of contact (C). At tion period. Hence, larger lateral forces would be
induced by stiff cantilevers during this contactpoint C, the contact force increases until the

feedback set point is reached (point D). After a time. This would increase the observed sample
damage. However, this type of cantilever is fre-few milliseconds, the Z motion is reversed, and the

tip is released (point E). As can be seen, this point quently used in TM to scan fragile samples. This
apparent contradiction could be reconcileddoes not coincide with point C because of the

adhesion forces [25]. The cantilever can then oscil- following two different hypotheses. First, the esti-
mated contact time is so short (<1 ms) that thelate freely again, as it approaches the maximum

tip–sample distance, (point F). The lines a and b force between the tip and the sample is somehow
negligible. The second hypothesis is that even forare drawn as guidelines. Line a (solid) goes

through points where the tip is in contact with the these cantilevers, there must be some working
conditions where tip–sample contact does not takesurface and, consequently, defines the position of

the sample surface. The key point in the argument place, and when scanning extremely soft samples,
these are the only possible working conditions tois that this line defines the sample surface position

[26 ]. Line b (dashed) is defined by the lower obtain reproducible images.
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